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Background
• Patient Reported Outcome Measures (PROMs) in adult cancer 

increasingly common
• Range of benefits to patients, clinicians and health services when 

PROMs used to inform clinical care
– Decreased symptom burden, improved QoL, decreased emergency 

presentation, improved survival (lung cancer)
• In children’s cancer, routine and systematic monitoring of symptoms 

is rare
– Lack of appropriate tools,
– Lack of evidence to inform integration with clinical practice



Aim
• To examine current documentation of symptom burden in 

children with cancer and explore the feasibility and acceptability 
of using a PROM to routinely monitor symptoms



Methods
• Stage 1
– Review of free text phone records between nurses and parents

• Reason for phone calls categorised
• Symptoms categorised into symptom type

• Stage 2
– Review of medical records for 25 purposively chosen children 

(8-18 years)
• Medical, nursing and allied health assessment and documentation of 

symptoms over 3 months post diagnosis



Methods continued

• Stage 3
– Convenience sample of 30 children (8-18 years) receiving 

treatment for cancer and their parent 
– Symptom Screening in Pediatrics tool (SSPedi) administered
– Content validity testing, parent proxy, test-re-test
– Probing questions to illicit child perceptions, difficulty and 

understanding of tool

Ref: O’Sullivan C, Dupuis LL, Gibson P, Johnston DL, Baggott C, Portwine C, Spiegler B, Kuczynski S, Tomlinson D, Van Otterloo SD, Tomlinson GA. Refinement of the symptom screening in pediatrics tool 
(SSPedi). British journal of cancer. 2014 Sep;111(7):1262.



Results: Stage 1
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Results Stage 2:
• High symptom burden in 

most children
• >10 symptoms - 44% of children
• 5-9 symptoms - 32% of children
• Documented by:

– Medical  ~44%
– Nursing ~35%
– Allied health ~21%
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Stage 3: Understanding and validity of SSPedi

• Median time to complete: 3 minutes
• Moderately easy to complete, difficulty with a few items
– Mostly related to recall time- 50% wanted to answer if they 

had ever experienced a symptom
• All were able to understand items
• Content validity confirmed
• “Answering questions about my symptoms makes me feel more secure 

about how I will be treated in the future.”



Documented symptom prevalence vs 
symptoms that causes bother
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Clinical Implications
• Symptoms causing distress may 

not be routinely identified during 
clinical assessment: e.g.
– Changes in taste
– Fatigue
– Sleep
– Body Image

• These symptoms are amenable to 
evidence based interventions



Conclusions
• Symptoms that cause distress in children may not be identified 

during routine clinical assessment
• Use of a PROM in children (8-18 years) is feasible, acceptable 

and identifies symptoms that cause distress
• These symptoms may then be proactively addressed
• Future research:

– Timing of PROM monitoring
– Mechanisms for recording and reporting PROM
– Effects on QoL, treatment adherence 
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